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Based on some recent commentary:





Beginning vs end of the writing 
process



The inspiration 
behind papers



A quote from a successful scientist..

“Research is to see 
what everyone else 
has seen, and thinking 
what no one else has 
thought”
Albert Szent-Gyorgyi 

https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/carl_sagan_124576?src=t_science

http://thinkexist.com/quotes/albert_szent-gyorgyi/


To have a good idea, 
you need to have a 
lot of ideas!

https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/carl_sagan_124576?src=t_science



How do you get 
paper ideas?

…skim reading
…linking up ideas whose 
connection was not 
previously suspected
…using analogy to suggest 
clues and hypotheses; to 
help comprehend 
phenomena and 
occurrences we cannot see





https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEU_enCA821CA821&biw=1233&bih=575&tb
m=isch&sa=1&ei=LbskXY3sG9GZ_Qa_2L-wDw&q

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEU_enCA821CA821&biw=1233&bih=575&tbm=isch&sa=1&ei=LbskXY3sG9GZ_Qa_2L-wDw&q


“Whenever I want 

to read a paper, I 

write one”!

Benjamin Disreili



Successful 
scientists work 
on important 
problems

“If you do not work on an important problem, 
it's unlikely you'll do important work”

Helmholtz Association motto: 
“Research for grand challenges”



What you are trying to do…



The art of paper 
writing



“What is important is 
seldom urgent and 

what is urgent is 
seldom important”
Dwight Eisenhower



The 1-hr work day
Helps you feel like you accomplished 
“something” that day

Keeps you ‘fit’ and ‘in condition’

Keeps your main thing,                              
the main thing

Recognizes that focuses                                                                                                      
bursts are best



In any sport, one must stay toned and 
conditioned. 
Fall out of practice and you quickly lose that 
fitness, and writing and editing become 
labored. 
So, even though distractions abound, protect 
that daily ‘workout’ at the keyboard



Successful writers get things done…

The “Do Something” 
Principle

…inspirationmotivation
desirable action

…actioninspiration
motivation



The topdown approach to paper writing



The top-down approach

Pitch the story:
-What’s the status quo?
-What’s wrong with the status 
quo?
-How does the paper                                                         
go beyond the status                                      
quo?



Develop an outline with headings and 
subheadings

Iterate on this many times, adding sub-sub-
headings

Identify key figures to tell the story

The sub, sub-headings become the paragraph 
topics

Make writing assignments to co-authors
A divide and conquer approach

The topdown approach: ‘cont



Do not start any writing until:

•the outline is rock-solid
•figures are made
•Subheadings = paragraph topics
•Every single section maps to the 
novelty/compelling need for                               
this paper in the journal                                     
literature

The topdown approach: Summary



A different sort of writing; a different sort of 
writing timeline

0 Submission

Time spent on structuring

Writing time

The vomit draft Self-editing

0 SubmissionWriting time

Writing sentences Self-editing



The vomit draft

“Write tipsy; 
edit with coffee.”

Anonymous .



Self-editing 

“If I had more time, it could 

have been shorter.”

Blaise Pascal



Self-editing

 Squeeze out excess 
words
Be ruthless
Active voice
 Subject and verb up-

front in all sentences



The psychology of 
dealing with 

reviewers, editors 
& journals



Perhaps why I am here today…

Aug 2018
Giova,
“…it seems much more like a ‘major revision’. 
And, one where if you sent in a new 
manuscript but also included detailed 
responses to these two reviewers, that might 
be an easier and quicker pathway to 
publication than starting fresh with…”
-Jeff





“…a spirit of 

indomitable 
perseverance
has characterized 
nearly all successful 
scientists”

In·dom·i·ta·ble. Meaning 
“impossible to subdue or 
defeat”



Earlier this year in The Economist



“Progress = pain 

+ reflection”

Ray Dalio





I do this 
and this 
and this 
and this 
and…

A little secret (especially the high impact papers)



A must watch



How it’s done:

“And”
“But”
“Therefore”

_______and,__________   
but,_________________
therefore_____________.

I can tell you the story 
of a little girl living on 
a farm in Kansas AND
her life is boring, BUT
one day a tornado 
sweeps her away to 
the land of OZ, 
THEREFORE she must 
undertake a journey 
to find her way home



A great example…



Wrap up



Perhaps the most important thing to 
know



Now is your productive writing time!
Clauset et al., 2017 Science



…but for us old folks there is this!
Clauset et al., 2017 Science
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